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Chessimo is a Windows software application whose purpose is to help chess players develop strategies and tactics using key
learning concepts such as repetition and memorization of chess patterns and positions. Intuitive and interactive working

environment You are welcomed by a clean layout that integrates a chess board from where you can play the game in a virtual
environment. You can make use of the drag-and-drop support in order to move chess pieces from one position to another.

Additionally, you are allowed to pause the game, give up the game and start a new one, monitor the time with the aid of two
built-in timers, go to the previous or next chess move, as well as jump to the first or last chess move. The tool also keeps track

of all your moves with the aid of notations into a Training window and lets you save the current game to a file so you can
continue it in the future. The structure of the learning module Chessimo gives you the possibility to use a database that includes

details about five main subjects, such as Tactics, Endgames, Commented Endgames and Strategy. Each subject is divided in
training modules that allow you to start with easy concepts and reach access to more complex ones. Teaching technique used by

Chessimo The teaching technique implemented by the program enables you to work with exercises that illustrate a specific
concept and ask for an answer from the user. If the user doesn’t make the most adequate move, the utility shows the correct one.

Plus, exercises are repeated several times until the user is capable of delivering the correct answer in a short amount of time.
Training history Chessimo keeps a history with all your training modules and provides information about the module, unit, date,

exercise, time and situation, as well as info about exercises, such as learnt and studied tactics, endgames, strategy and total
points. Configuration settings The utility allows you to change the color schemes for the chess border, display tips when you run
the utility, choose between several types of chess pieces, alter the border, light and dark squares of the board, and play sounds

upon different events. Bottom line To sum things up, Chessimo comes with an interesting feature pack for helping you improve
your chess playing skills, and is suitable for all types of users, regardless of their experience level. Publisher: GTS Software -

Download Full Version License: Free Downloads: 6,050 Buy Chessimo

Chessimo Serial Number Full Torrent

Software for listening and learning from broadcasts using MP3s. Record and listen to radio broadcasts using the MP3 player and
also the companion application.KEYMACRO comes with an audio-visual application that lets you play back text that you have

recorded using the program. KEYMACRO is a program that uses the audio-visual output of the computer to enable you to listen
and record audio content from radio stations. The program features an intuitive interface with a full screen layout that allows

you to customize all settings to your liking. KEYMACRO allows you to record and listen to radio content using MP3 files that
have been previously created using the software. As such, the program is not only great for radio listeners but it can also be used

for jogging or for driving.KEYMACRO comes with a wide range of content, including news, sports, radio shows, talk shows
and music. It is a very good tool for people who like radio broadcasts in general.KEYMACRO has a clean interface with a

simple layout and it allows you to easily record and play back MP3 audio files from the program. Once the program is installed
on the computer, you just need to launch it and it will automatically start recording and playing the audio files. Customization of
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the main window You can easily change the way the program looks by modifying the main window. To do so, choose
Preferences from the main menu and select the layout tab. There, you will find options to change the main window appearance,
as well as the home screen background color. You can choose from a palette of seven colors to customize the program’s main
window. Customizing sound-visual interface KeyMACRO allows you to adjust the parameters of the sound-visual interface,

such as sound volume, echo setting and input sources. You can easily use the program by using the mouse and it is a very
intuitive interface with a layout that makes it easy to use. The program has a main menu, a volume control, a home screen and
the tools menu, as well as an option to change the audio-visual format and sound settings. You can pause the recording, play,

stop, replay, and freeze recording. KeyMACRO comes with a wide range of audio-visual content, including news, sports, music,
talk shows and radio broadcasts, as well as text content, including weather, sports news, traffic, and general radio

broadcasts.KEYMACRO can be used to listen and record audio content for many different purposes, including sports, radio and
77a5ca646e
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Chessimo is a Windows software application whose purpose is to help chess players develop strategies and tactics using key
learning concepts such as repetition and memorization of chess patterns and positions. Intuitive and interactive working
environment You are welcomed by a clean layout that integrates a chess board from where you can play the game in a virtual
environment. You can make use of the drag-and-drop support in order to move chess pieces from one position to another.
Additionally, you are allowed to pause the game, give up the game and start a new one, monitor the time with the aid of two
built-in timers, go to the previous or next chess move, as well as jump to the first or last chess move. The tool also keeps track
of all your moves with the aid of notations into a Training window and lets you save the current game to a file so you can
continue it in the future. The structure of the learning module Chessimo gives you the possibility to use a database that includes
details about five main subjects, such as Tactics, Endgames, Commented Endgames and Strategy. Each subject is divided in
training modules that allow you to start with easy concepts and reach access to more complex ones. Teaching technique used by
Chessimo The teaching technique implemented by the program enables you to work with exercises that illustrate a specific
concept and ask for an answer from the user. If the user doesn’t make the most adequate move, the utility shows the correct one.
Plus, exercises are repeated several times until the user is capable of delivering the correct answer in a short amount of time.
Training history Chessimo keeps a history with all your training modules and provides information about the module, unit, date,
exercise, time and situation, as well as info about exercises, such as learnt and studied tactics, endgames, strategy and total
points. Configuration settings The utility allows you to change the color schemes for the chess border, display tips when you run
the utility, choose between several types of chess pieces, alter the border, light and dark squares of the board, and play sounds
upon different events. Bottom line To sum things up, Chessimo comes with an interesting feature pack for helping you improve
your chess playing skills, and is suitable for all types of users, regardless of their experience level. Tags: Chessimo 1.0.2.01,
Chessimo 1.0.1.0, Chessimo 1.0.1, Chessimo 1.

What's New In Chessimo?

Chessimo is a Windows software application whose purpose is to help chess players develop strategies and tactics using key
learning concepts such as repetition and memorization of chess patterns and positions. Intuitive and interactive working
environment You are welcomed by a clean layout that integrates a chess board from where you can play the game in a virtual
environment. You can make use of the drag-and-drop support in order to move chess pieces from one position to another.
Additionally, you are allowed to pause the game, give up the game and start a new one, monitor the time with the aid of two
built-in timers, go to the previous or next chess move, as well as jump to the first or last chess move. The tool also keeps track
of all your moves with the aid of notations into a Training window and lets you save the current game to a file so you can
continue it in the future. The structure of the learning module Chessimo gives you the possibility to use a database that includes
details about five main subjects, such as Tactics, Endgames, Commented Endgames and Strategy. Each subject is divided in
training modules that allow you to start with easy concepts and reach access to more complex ones. Teaching technique used by
Chessimo The teaching technique implemented by the program enables you to work with exercises that illustrate a specific
concept and ask for an answer from the user. If the user doesn’t make the most adequate move, the utility shows the correct one.
Plus, exercises are repeated several times until the user is capable of delivering the correct answer in a short amount of time.
Training history Chessimo keeps a history with all your training modules and provides information about the module, unit, date,
exercise, time and situation, as well as info about exercises, such as learnt and studied tactics, endgames, strategy and total
points. Configuration settings The utility allows you to change the color schemes for the chess border, display tips when you run
the utility, choose between several types of chess pieces, alter the border, light and dark squares of the board, and play sounds
upon different events. What’s more, you can show exercise advice, display alternative move messages, show comments about
the exercises, repeat the unsolved exercises until the correct solution is found or for several times, enter the maximum time
allowed per exercise (in minutes), and set up a master password. Bottom line To sum things up, Chessimo comes with an
interesting feature pack for helping you improve your chess playing skills, and is suitable for all types of users, regardless of
their experience level. Download Chessimo - Download Chessimo - Download Chessimo - Download Chessimo - Download
Chessimo - Download Chessimo - Download Chessimo - Download Chessimo - Download Chessimo - Download Chessimo -
Download Chessimo - Download Chessimo - Download Chessimo - Download Chessimo - Download Chessimo
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10/Server 2012R2. Windows 8.1 and later only works on Windows 10. Windows 7, Windows
8 and Server 2012R2 only support a maximum of 8 GiB RAM, Windows 10 can use an unlimited amount of RAM, there's no
technical reason for the max RAM to be 8 GiB. Memory Management: Unrestricted usage of all RAM is not possible, for
Windows 10 users, only 8 GiB RAM can be used in "normal" RAM. Under "maximum" memory settings
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